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Spectrum Inversion and the Nature of Color

It seems possible to imagine two observers who are alike in all relevant psychological respects 
except that experiences having the qualitative content of red for one observer would have the 
qualitative content of green for the other. Nothing about their behavior need reveal the difference 
because both of them see ripe tomatoes and flaming sunsets as being similar in color and both of 
them call that color "red". Moreover, the causal connection between their (qualitatively distinct) 
experiences and their other mental states could also be identical. Perhaps they both think of Little 
Red Riding Hood when they see ripe tomatoes, feel depressed when they see the color green and 
so on. It seems as if anything that could be packed into the notion of the causal role of their 
experiences could be shared by them, and yet the qualitative content of their experiences could be 
as different as you like. If this is possible, then the functionalist account does not work for mental 
states that have qualitative content. If one person is having a green experience while another person 
is having a red one, then surely they must be in different mental states.

Jerry Fodor (1980)

The idea of the possibility of such 'inverted qualia' is one of philosophy's most virulent memes.
Daniel Dennett (1991)

Some messes are best walked away from[.]
Daniel Dennett (1991), on qualia

The "inverted spectrum hypothesis" given in the Jerry Fodor quote above is one of the classic 
philosophical arguments for qualia, also known as "intrinsic properties of experience", "purely 
phenomenal content", and many other terms. Like many arguments in the philosophy of 
consciousness, it makes almost no concrete predictions or claims about the physical world, nor 
does it depend for its persuasiveness on scientific data (indeed, many versions of it are 
undermined by our scientific understanding of color1). Instead, as is also the trend in the field, 
inverted spectrum arguments rely on intuition, the "imaginability" or "plausibility" of various 
fanciful scenarios, and such poorly-defined concepts as "conceptual possibility". Intuition, 
however, is strongly influenced by language, by common terminology and conventions of usage. 
Many of the philosophers on both sides of this debate use critical terms — words and phrases 
which refer to colors, the things (whatever they are) at the very heart of the debate — with 
distressing imprecision and laxity.

So let's ignore Dennett's well-meaning advice, and instead take our cue from David Stove:

That philosophers' errors are usually most intimately connected with their abuses of language, I 
not only do not deny but am most anxious to affirm. (1991)

How much of the debate around inverted spectra can we cut through just by attending carefully 
to proper use of color terminology?

1 For example, Shoemaker acknowledges that the asymmetry of human color quality space makes behaviorally 
undetectable inversion scenarios impossible in humans, which forces him to resort to inversion scenarios involving 
aliens or other hypothetical life-forms.
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To answer that question, we'll examine first just what "color" is, or at least what we refer to 
when we talk about it. We'll then look at the positions of two prominent philosophers in this 
debate: Gilbert Harman, who finds spectrum inversion implausible and comes out against qualia, 
and Sydney Shoemaker, who argues in favor of inversion hypotheses and for the existence of 
qualia. In the course of these critiques, my own position on the matter of qualia and spectrum 
inversion scenarios will become clear.

What is Color?

If we look closely at just what we mean when we say that a tomato "is red", we find that it may 
be decomposed into two distinct but (normally) related things: one, that a tomato reflects light in 
a certain specific range of wavelengths (to be precise, that it has a certain surface spectral 
reflectance function), and two, that looking at a tomato consistently causes certain effects2 in 
normal humans. These two meanings, while not necessarily explicitly held in the minds of most 
people, nonetheless "fall out" of our beliefs about color. We speak, for example, of the "real 
color" of objects, and distinguish this from their apparent color, in situations such as viewing an 
object through colored glass. We also refer to the apparent colors of things which, most people 
agree, have no "real color", such as afterimages. These two different sorts of referents of color 
terms, however, are quite distinct, and are linked only contingently!

Consider the following thought experiment. Let's say that we've got Invert and Nonvert, who are 
"inverted" in color perception relative to each other, not just phenomenally, but also 
functionally/anything-else-ally. Perhaps one of them is wearing color-inverting lenses, or perhaps 
evil neurosurgeons have rewired key parts of his visual cortex. We present to them both a device 
(such as a standard computer monitor) which has been programmed to emit a solid field of light 
of a single wavelength (namely, the same wavelength that ripe tomatoes reflect — ignoring for a 
moment the fact that tomatoes reflect light of a range of wavelengths). We instruct Invert and 
Nonvert to attend to the emitted light, and to note (privately, without verbalizing their judgment) 
what color they see; neither of our subjects has any difficulty with this. We then present to 
Invert and Nonvert a series of objects: tomatoes, peppers, lettuce, bananas, charcoal, glass, 
paper, blueberries, oranges, dirt, etc., and in each case ask: Is this object of the same color as the 
light you saw on the monitor? If not — how different is it? (On a scale of 1 to 10, perhaps, or 
using some other informal means of scaling differences.)

Both Invert and Nonvert will have no difficulty with these tasks. Both of them will correctly 
identify all other bright, solid red3 objects as being the same color as the light from the monitor; 
and their judgments about how different the colors of other objects are from said light, will 
2 Whether these are functional or phenomenal effects, or both, is an important question generally, but makes no 
difference to the current point. All that matters is that we're talking about effects produced on a perceiver qua 
perceiver (as distinct from e.g. thermal effects of electromagnetic radiation striking organic tissue).
3 That is, objects we generally refer to as "red"; no judgment about the nature of color is implied (yet).
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correlate equally well with differences in surface spectral reflectance. (Invert and Nonvert will 
also do equally well on color vision tests.) Thus we'll be quite justified in asserting that neither 
Invert nor Nonvert is misperceiving the colors of any of the test objects.4 

But ex hypothesi, Invert and Nonvert differ functionally — we may freely assume that their 
affective states upon seeing a certain color are quite different, for instance — as well as 
phenomenally, and indeed in any way that doesn't affect their ability to make judgments of 
discrimination and identification about colors. They don't see the same thing when they look at a 
ripe tomato, which is to say that their visual experiences of the tomato's color differ. How can 
this be, if both of our subjects are perceiving the tomato's color correctly? They can't (it would 
seem) both be right, while perceiving the tomato's color differently, if the tomato does indeed 
"have" a color. Is the tomato red (and not any other color), or is it not?

Well, sure it is — on the first meaning of "is red". On the second — no. Yes, the tomato reflects 
light in one specific set of wavelengths; no, there is no single set of effects which the tomato 
produces in observers who correctly perceive its color. Why should this be a problem? The link 
between the two meanings is contingent. The tomato causes one set of effects in normal humans, 
and some other effects entirely in spectrum-inverted humans. Nevertheless, it reflects a certain 
wavelength of light, and this fact does not change no matter who looks at it (or even if no one 
does).

The point becomes more clear when we see that surface spectral reflectance can be measured by 
machines, without ever needing any human to look at the object. Thus these are the properties 
that the object itself can be said to have. How the tomato "looks" to someone, or what qualia are 
associated with the experience of looking at the tomato, are not properties of the tomato; they are 
properties of the tomato's interaction with the visual system of some specific humans (or 
whoever). These, again, are two entirely different concepts, only contingently linked!

This conclusion goes to the heart of much of the debate over inverted spectrum scenarios and 
hypotheses, because confused use of color terms and color concepts is endemic to the 
philosophical literature on spectrum inversion. Much of what is "intuitive" or "plausible" about 
these scenarios, and many of the objections to functionalist accounts, fall away when we apply 
color terms and concepts consistently and rigorously. Let's examine the positions of two major 
contributors to the debate, applying what we've concluded above, and see what may be clarified.

Harman

Gilbert Harman tackles the question in "The Intrinsic Quality of Experience" (1990). The paper 
4 This account of veridicality of color vision (see section on Sydney Shoemaker) is also consistent with modern 
consensus about its evolutionary origins, which holds, very briefly, that the selective advantage of color vision, and 
thus what we may take to be its designed function, is the ability to discriminate between and identify objects on the 
basis of their surface reflectances.
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deals with three arguments against functionalism, of which the second (the blind color scientist) is 
only tangentially relevant to the inverted spectrum problem; I won't address it here. The other 
two arguments, and Harman's treatment of them, bear directly on the issue at hand.

Here's how Harman characterizes the inverted spectrum argument:

The objection [to functionalism] has us consider two people, call them Alice and Fred, with 
similarly functioning visual systems but with inverted spectra with respect to each other. Things 
that look red to Alice look green to Fred, things that look blue to Alice look orange to Fred, and 
so on. We are to imagine that this difference between Alice and Fred is not reflected in their 
behavior in any way. They both call ripe strawberries "red" and call grass "green" and they do this 
in the effortless ways in which normal perceivers do who have learned English in the usual ways.

This is a very telling formulation. On this account, to one of these two people strawberries look 
red and grass looks green; to the other, strawberries look green and grass looks red. But which is 
which? That is — do strawberries look red to Fred and green to Alice, or vice versa? They both 
call strawberries "red". It would seem that they are both correct in doing so. They would also 
both say that strawberries "look red" to them. Are both of them correct about that, as well? If 
not — which one of them is incorrect?

Harman gives what appears to be a reply to such questions:

Now, in the normal case of perception, there can be no distinction between how things look and 
how they are believed to be, since how things look is given by the content of one's perceptual 
representation and in the normal case one's perceptual representation is used as one's belief about 
the environment.5 

Harman goes on to emphasize that, in the inverted spectrum hypothesis (at least, his portrayal of 
it), the strawberry looks different in color to Alice and Fred. He claims that they must therefore 
have different beliefs about the strawberry's color, for if they did not, says Harman, then one of 
them would have to be mistaken. He continues:

A further consequence of the inverted spectrum hypothesis is that, since in the normal case 
Alice and Fred express their beliefs about the color of strawberries and grass by saying "it is red" 
and "it is green," they must mean something different by their color words. By "red" Fred means 
the way ripe strawberries look to him. Since that is the way grass looks to Alice, what Fred 
means by "red" is what she means by "green". [italics mine]

5 It's important to note here that Harman seems to be using "perceptual representation", "perceptual experience", and 
"perceptual state" to fulfill much the same function in his conceptual model of perception that qualia occupy in the 
models of other philosophers (at least in the context of spectrum inversion discussions): a consequence of perception 
which is explicitly not functional, and indeed is carefully distinguished from functional consequences of perception. 
It's clear enough that Harman is not talking about qualia here, and indeed he makes an extensive case in the first part 
of his paper that we are never aware of any "intrinsic features" of our experience. But if perceptual 
states/representations can't be a part of a purely functional account of mental activity, and they're also not qualia, 
what exactly are they? Whatever they are, they seem to be "used as beliefs" (but without thereby being amenable to 
functional descriptions).
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Yet presumably, Alice and Fred both look at a ripe strawberry and agree that its surface spectral 
reflectance (SSR) function has a certain form (high in the longest wavelengths of visible light, low 
in the shortest ones), which by convention they both call "red". Likewise, Alice and Fred both 
agree that the light which reaches their eyes after striking the strawberry has a certain spectral 
power distribution (SPD) function (likewise high in the longest wavelengths of visible light and 
low in the shortest ones — assuming normal lighting conditions), which, by convention, they also 
both call "red". It's clear that neither Alice nor Fred are mistaken about any facts in this situation; 
they hold no incorrect beliefs. (It should also be noted that all of these beliefs that Alice and Fred 
have are about measurable aspects of the world, not about any "intrinsic features" of their own 
experience.)

Should a pane of colored glass be placed in front of the strawberry, Alice and Fred will now agree 
that the strawberry is still "red" — that its SSR is unchanged — but that the light which reaches 
their eyes after striking the strawberry is now, say, "green" — that it has a different SPD 
function than before; one which, by convention, they both call "green". On this, again, they are 
both quite correct.

What sense, then, are we to make of the claim that to one of the these two people — either Alice 
or Fred — the strawberry "looks 'red'", and to the other it "looks 'green'"? To what could the 
color terms in those phrases refer? Not to the strawberry's surface spectral reflectance; nor again 
to the spectral power distribution of the light which reaches Alice's or Fred's eyes after striking 
the strawberry. Why not? Because if the color terms in the phrases "looks red" and "looks green" 
referred to those things, then it would follow that either Alice or Fred must be mistaken, must 
hold some false beliefs; and we've already seen that this is not so.

The "red" in "looks red", and the "green" in "looks green", must therefore refer to properties or 
phenomena which are decoupled from, independent from, any facts about the world on which 
Alice and Fred can agree. Notably, these properties must be entirely decoupled from color terms 
as used to refer to any features of the external world.

So Harman is partly right when he says that Alice and Fred "must mean something different by 
their color words". The missing puzzle piece is that both Alice and Fred mean several different, 
distinct things by their color terms. Some of these meanings do indeed express beliefs, which are 
about features of the external world, such as object SSR and light SPD; and these meanings of 
color terms are shared by Alice and Fred. But color terms used in the second way can easily have 
different meanings for Alice and Fred. Even if we eschew talk of qualia, and grant, with Harman, 
that even color terms used in this way express beliefs, these are not beliefs about anything in the 
external world. They are, perhaps, beliefs about the tomato as an "intentional object" (in 
Harman's words), but in any case Alice's beliefs and Fred's beliefs, in this sense, are about 
different things! They don't disagree — they are merely irrelevant to one another.
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But if this is so, what does it mean to say that the strawberry "looks red" to Alice, but "looks 
green" to Fred? How could we establish the truth of that claim rather than its reverse? What state 
of the world could serve as evidence of the one claim as opposed to the other? If there is no way 
to distinguish a world where strawberries "look red" to Alice but "look green" to Fred from its 
opposite, then can we really be sure that such claims have any meaning whatever? What could 
motivate us to make such claims, once our mistaken intuitions about the nature of color — 
supported by equivocation on color terms — are removed?

Harman concludes by likewise rejecting spectrum inversion, though on the grounds of plausibility 
rather than coherence, by appealing to a "common sense" linguistic argument which to me seems 
weak. (It is in any case irrelevant to my point.)

Harman's article deals with so-called intersubjective spectrum inversion, of the sort described by 
Jerry Fodor in the quote earlier in this paper. There is another sort of spectrum inversion 
scenario, intrasubjective spectrum inversion, discussed at length by Sydney Shoemaker.

Shoemaker

In "Intrasubjective/intersubjective" (1996), Shoemaker attempts to demonstrate the conceptual 
possibility of intersubjective spectrum inversion by starting from intrasubjective inversion and 
showing that accepting the plausibility of the latter must lead to accepting the former as well, a 
line of reasoning he calls the "intra/inner argument". The chain of reasoning goes something like 
this: Shoemaker invites us to consider a certain scenario (the "partial inversion" scenario, 
described below), which is (he claims) quite plausible. Should this scenario obtain, says 
Shoemaker, we are forced inevitably to conclude that intrasubjective spectrum inversion has 
taken place. Given the plausibility, thus established, of intrasubjective inversion, Shoemaker 
proceeds, via a highly technical, elaborate argument, to establish (allegedly) the plausibility of 
intersubjective inversion.

I will not address that last part of Shoemaker's reasoning here, because whatever its merits, the 
relevance of that latter step depends entirely on its precursors; and there is, I believe, a flaw in 
the step from the partial spectrum inversion scenario to the conclusion that intrasubjective 
inversion is plausible.

First, here's Shoemaker giving an overview of that part of his argument:

My aim here is to present a case of intrasubjective spectrum inversion that cannot be given an 
intentionalist interpretation. Like any case of intrasubjective inversion, it will initially involve 
what we might call color content inversion — changes in what colors objects appear to have. The 
claim, however, is that these changes involve, in addition to a change in the color content of 
experiences produced by certain causes (e.g., a change in ripe tomato produced experience from 
being "as of red" to being "as of green"), a change in the "phenomenal character" of the experiences 
that could persist even after the color content of the subject's experiences has reverted to normal.
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The "intentionalist" interpretation should here be taken to mean a functional account of some 
sort, as distinct from an account which contains "phenomenal character", i.e. qualia. Shoemaker 
here is apparently saying that what color something "appears" to have, the "color content" of 
experiences, is specifically not to be identified with its "phenomenal character". This is a strange 
position to take, for two reasons: one, it flies in the face of exactly that intuition that motivates 
belief in qualia in the first place — that the "phenomenal character" of experiences is what's 
meant by "how things look"; two, it requires an explanation of just what this "color content" is.

Shoemaker recognizes the problem:

The challenge is to present a case whose most plausible description involves such a distinction 
between phenomenal character and intentional color content — a case appropriately described by 
saying that after the person has reverted to her former way of talking about the colors of things 
(including how they look as well as how they are) it remains true that the phenomenal character of 
her experience of them is different from how it was before.

This would be a rather strange situation. Consider the naive, intuitive concept of colors:

Light of certain wavelengths enters my eyes; I can see that light, and I can discriminate between 
light of different spectral power distributions; this is the way colors actually are. There is, 
however, a "something it is like" for me to see and discriminate light of various wavelengths, and 
that's the way colors look to me — the phenomenal character of color vision. I can imagine that 
phenomenal character changing without any changes in the light or my ability to see or 
discriminate it.

Much of the debate over spectrum inversion has been about reformulating that "phenomenal 
character", that something-it-is-like of color vision, in various ways. Dennett is a committed 
functionalist on the matter, for example, while Harman attempts to give a non-functionalist 
representational account. Shoemaker, however, seems to be doing something else entirely: he 
introduces a third aspect to the situation, a "color content" of visual experience which is identical 
neither with any properties of the external world such as light SPD or object SSR, or with beliefs 
about those things, nor with the "phenomenal character", or qualia, involved in color vision. It's 
hard to see what this third thing could be, or why we should include it in our model.

Shoemaker now presents the thought experiment which is his first step toward establishing the 
plausibility of intrasubjective spectrum inversion:

I start with the possibility of a partial inversion. Someone reports, after the microsurgeons have 
been at work on her, that nearly everything looks the way it did before, but that the shades of color 
within a very small range have "switched places" with their complementaries, each shade now 
looking the way its complementary used to look. This would be reflected in behaviorally 
detectable changes in the subject's discriminatory abilities. (It could not be the result of memory 
tampering.)
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In other words, lemons would look the same to me as they always did, and so would fire 
hydrants, but oranges would now look the way that a cloudless sky once did, and the sky would 
take on, in my eyes, the former color of oranges; orange and blue (or perhaps just certain shades 
of orange and certain shades of blue) would have thus switched places in my color quality space, 
but everything else would stay the same.

Shoemaker then invites us to imagine that the subject makes a "semantic accommodation" to the 
change, after which she refers to colors exactly as we do:

At this point it seems right to say that things of most colors look to the subject the way they did 
previously but that, e.g., chartreuse things look the way crimson things used to look, and vice 
versa, although the subject now says that chartreuse things look chartreuse and that crimson things 
look crimson.

Shoemaker describes a series of such partial inversions, at the end of which

The final partial inversion in the series would restore the structure of the subject's quality space to 
what it was before the series began; and we can suppose that together with the semantic 
accommodation to that change it would restore the person's "reactive dispositions" to what they 
were initially. But it would be ridiculous to suppose that these (final partial inversion plus 
semantic accommodation to it) would, at one fell swoop, restore the character of the person's 
experience to what it was originally — for what the subject reports, and what her behavior would 
confirm, is that the final change affected the appearance of only a tiny fraction of the shades of color.

In other words, first orange and blue (say) switch places; then red and green; then purple and 
yellow6, at which point the structure (relative positions) of the color quality space has been 
restored, but the absolute positions of the colors have been inverted (rotated by 180º). This end 
result must be, according to Shoemaker, that much-hoped-for intrasubjective spectrum inversion. 
The argument, let us recall, is that the scenario of the individual partial inversion is plausible; that 
a series of such partial inversions is also plausible; that the result of a "full set" of partial 
inversions must be a full inversion, any other interpretation being "ridiculous to suppose"; and 
that therefore that final result, the intrasubjective inversion, is by extension also plausible.

Let us grant the plausibility of the initial "partial inversion" scenario, and examine an alternate 
interpretation of the thought experiment as a whole. Suppose that, after the first round of 
microsurgery, the subject reports that crimson and chartreuse have switched places; but what has 
actually happened is that the rest of the color wheel has been inverted, and only those two colors 
have stayed where they were. It may at this point be objected that the subject will remember 
colors having looked different. Such an objection stems from the intuition that we have direct 
veridical access to our past experiences, via our memories of them. This intuition is mistaken but 

6 Or some subsets thereof. We may set the granularity of these inversions at whatever level we please, according to 
Shoemaker; thus entire primary color chunks of the color wheel may switch places at once, or the partial inversions 
may proceed one tiny sliver of a specific shade at a time.
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persistent; to do away with it, we may assume that the subject has also suffered amnesia with 
regard to her previous color experiences, or we may assert, with Dennett (quoted by Shoemaker 
in a footnote to this section), that memories of this sort are in essence constructed rather than 
retrieved and that our feelings about how something looked to us in the past are not reliable. It's 
reasonable to suppose that, in either case, the subject would prefer Shoemaker's characterization 
of her experience to my own, for reasons of parsimony.

But could we be sure which of the two actually happened? It seems to me that, if human color 
quality space is "invertible", as Shoemaker puts it, the two scenarios ought to be 
indistinguishable. However, if the subsequent series of partial inversions are in fact partial 
inversions of narrow color bands (rather than the complementary near-total inversions, like the 
first one was), then they would in effect be slowly restoring the subject's quality space to its 
initial state, culminating in a complete restoration following the final partial inversion. This (a 
restoration to initial state as the culmination of the process) seems substantially less "ridiculous 
to suppose" in this scenario than in Shoemaker's. But if my characterization of the scenario is not 
distinguishable from Shoemaker's, as I claim, then restoration to initial state as the final result is 
not ridiculous under Shoemaker's description either. The result, then, is that a series of partial 
spectrum inversions which together account for the entire color wheel do not obviously add up to 
a complete inversion. They might, but then again they might not; our intuitions are silent on the 
matter, and we have no clear reason to prefer one conclusion to the other.

The "series of partial inversions" scenario is the foundation of much of Shoemaker's voluminous 
body of writings on the inverted spectrum hypothesis. Without it, Shoemaker concedes, 
intersubjective inversion has no effective defense against the so-called Frege-Schlick view7, which 
holds that questions of qualitative similarity and difference are meaningless in the interpersonal 
case. Since Shoemaker makes no alternative arguments for intrasubjective inversion, my scenario 
above seems to be a problem for his position as a whole.

The other major component of Shoemaker's position on inverted spectra, and on qualia in general, 
is the notion of veridicality: whether, when we look at a tomato and judge it to be red, we are 
perceiving its color correctly or not. Shoemaker addresses veridicality in numerous papers and 
lectures, and it seems to underlie his motivation for postulating a "color content" to visual 
experience which is separate from both colors as external properties of things in the world (SSR, 
SPD, etc.) and colors as phenomenal properties of experience.

Were Shoemaker to refrain from postulating this "color content", he could embrace relativism 
about colors. Under this view, a tomato is not simply "red" in any sense beyond mechanically 
measurable physical properties; it is "red for Alice", meaning simply that Alice's visual 
experience of the tomato is accompanied by a certain phenomenal character, which Alice calls 

7 A term coined by Shoemaker, in reference to two philosophers who most prominently espoused it, Gottlob Frege 
and Moritz Schlick.
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"red". Fred's experience of the tomato might have a different phenomenal character, or the same 
as Alice's, but relativism does not commit us to any position on intersubjective comparability of 
phenomenology.

Shoemaker, however, rejects relativism:

Suppose, then, that overnight we all undergo intrasubjective "spectrum inversion" (perhaps we 
have to be permanently fitted with special spectacles to protect our eyes from harmful radiation, 
and owing to bad design these make grass look red, port wine look green, etc.) It cannot be 
seriously maintained that the result of the change would be that henceforth grass is red, port wine 
green, etc. (1986)

... I don't think that if overnight massive surgery produces intrasubjective spectrum inversion in 
everyone, grass will have become red and daffodils will have become blue; instead, it will have 
become the case that green things look the way red things used to, yellow things look the way 
blue things used to, and so on. (1994)

Consider again the example of Invert and Nonvert in the first section of this paper. A proper 
relativist account doesn't answer the question of whether both Invert's and Nonvert's experiences 
are veridical by appealing to qualia, phenomenology, or how the tomato "looks" to them. Their 
experiences are veridical just if they can successfully perform the sorts of tasks described in the 
thought experiment above.

This sort of relativism is, of course, essentially a functionalist one; it gives a normative account of 
a subject's color perception by asking whether the subject can take certain input and process it in 
such a way as to give certain output. It also gives us an easy answer to Shoemaker's objection. He 
says that it "cannot seriously be maintained that the result of [an overnight intrasubjective 
spectrum inversion] would be that henceforth grass is red, port wine green, etc." No, naturally 
not — on the first of the two meanings of "is red". Grass and port wine reflect the same 
wavelengths of light as they always did. As for the second meaning — well, if the postulated 
spectrum inversion is a coherent scenario, then yes, grass now is red, in the sense of causing the 
sorts of (functional, phenomenal) effects in normal humans that were once caused by tomatoes. 
And if that is in fact not the case — if grass does not now cause the effects previously caused by 
tomatoes — then no spectrum inversion has taken place. Or, to put it another way, if grass isn't 
red now, then it wasn't green before. Presumably we can all agree that it reflects such-and-such 
wavelengths of light, then as now, but as for "having" a "color" in any other sense, that color has 
either changed now or it never existed before. You can't have it both ways.

Conclusion

Many of the positions and arguments of those philosophers who argue for spectrum inversion, 
and for qualia, rest on the plausibility, imaginability, or intuitive appeal of certain scenarios. It is, 
for example, the refusal of many philosophers to grant the plausibility of the intrasubjective 
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inversion scenario that forced Sydney Shoemaker to construct his elaborate "series of partial 
inversions" thought experiment, in an attempt to construct an intuition out of smaller parts. 
Correspondingly, much work has been done by opponents of the qualophiles to dispel intuitions, 
to take microscopes to scenarios in efforts to reveal gaps and flaws and places where strange 
implications and counterintuitive conclusions have been glossed over. If successful, such an 
"unmasking" should leave our intuitions in their original state, prior to being "pumped" by 
hypothetical scenarios such as spectrum inversion. My efforts in this paper have been of that 
sort. I've tried to show that what we think we are imagining when we picture spectrum inversion 
is shaped, at least in part, by careless use of color terms, insufficiently rigorous application of 
conceptual categories, and disguised fallacies of equivocation. Certainly it's possible to imagine, 
for instance, a scenario where Alice and Fred, both looking at a red tomato and perceiving its 
color correctly, nonetheless are having a visual experience that is different in some way — we'll 
refrain from using color terms! — and that therefore a functional account of their perception 
would be incomplete; but of such scenarios it is far easier to protest unimaginability, because if 
we can't describe what we're talking about, it's far more difficult to be sure we're talking about 
anything meaningful at all. Devoid of strong intuitive support, inversion scenarios become 
unmotivated, not to mention unverifiable.

It may by now be clear where my own sympathies lie. I endorse the sort of "functionalist 
relativism" described above. It seems to me that the structure of our color quality space, together 
with all of the functionally describable consequences of color perception events, tells us 
everything we need to know about the phenomenology of color perception. Under this view, 
spectrum inversion scenarios in, or between, human perceivers, are both impossible and 
incoherent.
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